Why is VDO RoadLog™ right for me?

RoadLog is the most affordable, most efficient Electronic Logging Device available. Unlike every other ELD on the market, VDO Roadlog is available with no monthly fees and no contracts.

RoadLog helps make traveling by motorcoach safer and more efficient.

More time to focus on passengers

VDO RoadLog gives drivers automated reporting to dramatically reduce time and costs required for paper logs and compliance records. And, with RoadLog, drivers always know exactly how much time they have available.

Avoid costly fines

With VDO RoadLog, your records are always accurate and up to date, eliminating log book entry errors and incomplete logs that can result in big fines. There’s no more stressing about whether you’re up-to-date when you have an inspection. RoadLog printouts provide all the information that a manual log provides, but RoadLog is faster, easier and more accurate, for both the driver and compliance officers.

RoadLog helps drivers speed through inspection stops

The RoadLog ELD is the only ELD on the market with an on-board, thermal printer. With instant printouts that show complete HOS and DVIR data, roadside inspections have never been easier. Inspection officials appreciate RoadLog printouts - they look like the log books they are used to seeing.

“Getting a product that is completely compliant but still kept a printable document to give to inspectors was important.”

John Coakley
Manager of Operations and Safety
Klein Transportation, Inc.

www.vdoroadlog.com
VDO RoadLog™ Electronic Logging Devices

We offer two ELD choices, RoadLog ELD and RoadLog ELD Plus:

RoadLog ELD

The VDO Roadlog ELD is the easiest, most affordable way to automate your log, and it has two features that make it unique: no monthly fees and a built-in printer that prints out instant logs to let drivers get through inspection stops faster.

VDO RoadLog ELD combines GPS data with data from the vehicle to create a complete digital log. Drivers log in to the RoadLog ELD with a proprietary USB drive that we call the VDO RoadLog Driver Key.

RoadLog ELD manages driver log data automatically, and our VDO RoadLog software converts the driver log data into a complete operations record.

RoadLog ELD Plus

We started with the simple, reliable and easy-to-use VDO RoadLog ELD and added cellular connectivity to allow drivers to upload log data to the VDO Fleet Online software, right from the road, wherever there’s cellular connection. (Monthly fee is required).

What will I need to get started?

Find out more information and learn what you’ll need in addition to your ELD and software at our website:

www.vdoroadlog.com

Here you’ll find information on:
- Selecting cables
- Accessories
- Computer requirements
- Where to buy

...or you may contact us directly:
Tel: (855) ROADLOG or (855) 762-3564
Email: roadlog-sales@vdo.com

VDO RoadLog is simply the best solution for you and your business. The automatic log in capabilities, mobile functions and on-board printer allow drivers and fleet managers to have the complete picture of their situation, on the road or at the office. With VDO RoadLog, your business will transition smoothly into the new era of ELDs.